
While SolyTM will be initially applied  
within the realm of delivery preparation 
and sorting, a broad range of purposes is 
conceivable, as her flexibility addresses 
numerous needs.

Furthermore, as organisations place em-
phasis on eco-friendly solutions, SolyTM 
is easy to configure in contrast to the 
large parcel sorting conveyors that must 
be kept running, even when activity is 
low. SolyTM runs only as needed and her 
fleet adjusts to fluctuating volumes, 
therefore saving energy and reducing 
costs.

SOLYSTIC developed SolyTM by merging 
its industry awareness with advanced 
robotic technology. With Soly™, parcel 
distributors are certain to achieve bet-
ter performance and greater customer 
satisfaction. As she makes her debut, 
SOLYSTIC envisions widespread industry 
adoption of SolyTM, THE optimised parcel 
processing solution.  

i n n o vat i o n

SOLYSTIC has taken the ongoing cir-
cumstances of a robust and growing 
e-commerce marketplace to address
the real challenges facing postal, ex-
press, e-commerce and transport ope-
rators today, specifically within the
domain of parcel processing. The need
for maximised efficiency, profitability,
and ensured customer satisfaction has
emerged.

As SOLYSTIC has acquired the expe-
rience of mail preparation for the post-
man’s rounds, the company’s parcel 
assessment focuses on last mile efficien-
cy. However, parcel processing is even 

more crucial due to greater associated 
logistics, customer demands, and space 
requirements. The current last mile pro-
cess for parcels is entirely manual, giving 
Soly™ a remarkable amount of added 
value in the context of delivery rounds 
preparation.

Contrary to mail, where machines are 
able to handle objects in batches, the 

challenge with parcels is that each one 
of them requires an individualised le-
vel of processing. By developing Soly™, 
SOLYSTIC decided to respond to this 
challenge. Each robot is associated to 
several trolleys and as the number of 
robots expands, the solution becomes 
increasingly productive. Soly™ is simple 
and fast to implement, truly changing 
the approach towards the parcel domain.

Currently, parcel processing is based on 
high physical demands and relies upon 
the memory of the drivers. Not only are 
they expected to memorise their route, 
they are also expected to manually lo-

cate, sort, and organise every parcel in 
the proper distribution order as they 
physically load them, one by one, onto 
the delivery truck. Clearly, this process 
is physically demanding, time consu-
ming, inflexible and costly.
Soly™ automates sorting and prepara-
tion for last mile parcel delivery drivers. 
She sorts and arranges parcels in the 
correct delivery order so that the dri-
vers simply load them before leaving for 
their rounds. Using a driver-oriented 
approach, she keeps driver priorities at 
the centre of her performance. The par-
cels are placed on ergonomically-posi-

tioned trays so that drivers simply fetch 
the items and load them. The end-result 
is better performance, reduced injuries 
and lower employee turnover.

Part of the originality behind Soly™’s 
flexibility is that she requires no spe-
cific installation; there is no need for 
pre-existing equipment, only a simple 
guidance system based on QR codes to 
the floor. Once the fleet of independent 
shuttles is organised, users are up and 
running for the preparation phase. 
Soly™ enables them to adapt their sys-
tem, either expanding it during peak pe-
riods or reducing it over the slower ones.

SolyTM is also an excellent solution for 
automatic parcel sorting in the large 
sorting hubs where she can sort objects 
directly into the sacks or other contai-
ners. With SolyTM, precision tracking and 
tracing is offered for every individual 
object. Unlike the majority of existing 
systems, SolyTM stores the exact location 
of every parcel and makes it readily avai-
lable at any given moment. This ensures 
the retrieval and arrangement of each 
object upon command and in accordance 
with destination instructions.
The ongoing industry challenge is to op-
timise parcel processing at every phase. 

Soly™ changes the game
In September, SOLYSTIC launched its new concept 
Soly™ and highlighted two main applications: 
delivery round preparation and parcel sorting.

XMSTM affirms its prevalence

Postnord -the merger of the Swedish and Danish postal services- has confirmed
the choice of XMSTM for its TfM (Two format Machine) automation program,
ordering 2 units for sorting of flats in Denmark. Delivery is planned for the
second half of 2016.

In finland, the XMSTM is currently being tested by Posti -formerly known as
Itella- as a pilot unit of the PMSM program (Printed Media Sorting Machine). 
The functions of labelling, printing and sequencing today available on the XMSTM 

machine are used in order to offer to the magazine publishers the management 
of the addressing and the delivery to their customers. These functions will 
be shortly activated for Posti (PMSM program) and bpost (MSM program). This
illustrates the postal industry’s trend of “moving up in the value chain”, taking
over new complete services. XMstM in Finland
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"eaCH ParCel reQuires 
an inDiviDualiseD level 

oF ProCessinG " 

"no sPeCiFiC installation
no neeD For Pre-eXistinG 

eQuiPment" 

"PreCision traCKinG anD 
traCinG is oFFereD For 

every inDiviDual obJeCt" 
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